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Spanish sculptor Eduardo Chillida worked throughout the twentieth century creating abstract sculptural forms in iron, wood, and steel. His work explores concepts like mass and form, inside and outside. In this bibliography, we have highlighted some of the titles about Chillida and his work from the library’s collection, along with freely available resources that are available online.

If you have questions, please contact the reference staff at the Spencer Art Reference Library (telephone: 816.751.1216). Library hours and services are listed on the Museum’s website at https://nelson-atkins.org/library/
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Chillida

Call No: CHILLIDA N7113 .C5 A4 1992

Call No: CHILLIDA NB813 .C45 A4 1998


Call No: CHILLIDA NB813 .C45 A4 2009


Call No: CHILLIDA NB813 .C45 A4 2011


Call No: N44 Ch453 .D73 1990


Call No: CHILLIDA NB813 .C45 A4 2001


Call No: N44 Ch453 .C37 1979


Call No: CHILLIDA NB813 .C45 C455 2003


Call No: CHILLIDA N7113. C5 A4 2003


Call No: CHILLIDA NB813 .C45 A4 2015


Call No: N44 Ch453 .S34 1986


https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/eduardo-chillida


http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T016495
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